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RUBBER GRASS MATS

Anchor Peg
Strong And Robust Anti-Pull Fixing Solution

Anti-pull anchor pegs are the ideal fixing solution for grass reinforcement mesh, 
membranes and much more. Manufactured from robust plastic, each peg is strong, weather 
resistant, versatile and easy to install. The ribbed design means that each anchor peg 
cannot be easily pulled up by passing foot or vehicle traffic as to remove it, you must 
twist it or work it free. Available in packs of 1, 25, 50 and 100, these pegs are safer, harder 
to pull up and more effective compared to metal pins. You can also used these pegs 
with white delineators to create road markings, parking spaces, foot paths and borders.

Manufactured from a strong 
plastic, each anchor peg is able to 

withstand the weight of vehicles

ROBUST

Manufactured from a durable 
plastic, each anchor is water, heat 
and UV resistant 

WEATHER RESISTANT

The flat head of the anchor peg 
helps to keep meshes, membranes 
& other products in place securely

FLAT HEAD

These anti-pull anchor pegs can be 
used with a variety of products from 

TurfMesh to membranes

VERSATILEAnchor pegs are a safer alternative 
to metal pegs when used around 
power cables, machinery & livestock

SAFE

The ribs on the anchor peg give the 
fixing its anti-pull qualities and is 
unlikely to move under pressure

ANTI-PULL

The sharp point on the anchor peg 
allows it to penetrate tough grounds 

and pierce though some products

SHARP POINT

KEY FACTS

 » Spike length: 160mm

 » Head width: 130mm

 » Spike diameter: 12mm

 » Unit weight: 17g

 » Pack sizes: 1, 25, 50 & 100

 » Colour: Green

 » Material: Durable plastic 
polymer

 » Anti-pull ribs: Yes

 » Optional Extras: White 
delineators

APPLICATIONS

TURFMESH
Anchor pegs secure TurfMesh well and 
can handle the weight of vehicles

GRASSMESH
Securing GrassMesh in place under 
pedestrian and machine traffic

GROUND REINFORCEMENT
Anchor pegs can be used to fix ground 
reinforcement grids in place on inclines

MEMBRANE
Anchor pegs can be used to secure all 
membranes in a host of projects

GARDEN NETTING
A strong fixing to hold garden netting in 
place and keep out birds and pests

PROTECTION FLEECE
Anchor pegs used to secure plants and 
crop fleeces and fix them in place

GCL Products Limited are dedicated to providing our 
customers the most accurate details in order for them to 
make an informed decision on our range. However, there 
may occasionally be errors or omissions and we reserve 
the right to amend or remove specifications without notice.
 
This document was produced in June 2019 and   
the reliability and accuracy of this data should be 
checked by the reader prior to design or purchase.
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Installation Instructions

1. Follow the installation guide of the product or products you are wanting to install for your project 
up to the point where you are needing to use your anchor pegs. You can continue following that 
installation guide once your pegs and product are in securely fixed in place.

2. With your TurfMesh, GrassMesh, membrane, netting, fleece or mulch in place you can begin using 
your anchor pegs.

3. We recommend using one anchor peg at 1 metre intervals. Knowing this, ensure you have ordered 
enough anchor pegs to secure your entire area. More can be used dependent on the intended use 
or the circumstances of the installation.

4. Using a rubber mallet, hammer each peg at the recommended intervals through a gap in the 
mesh or netting or pierce your membrane, fleece or mulch. Hammer the fixing pegs down until 
each one is sitting flush with your product.

5. Repeat this process until you have secured the entire area using your anchor pegs and you are 
satisfied your product will not migrate.

6. If you are needing markings on your installation, you can use a white delineator which fits 
perfectly into the hole on the head of each anchor peg. By using delineators you can create car 
parking spaces, road markings, walkways and boarders.

7. Continue with the rest of your installation.

PRODUCT 
CODE

COLOUR DESCRIPTION
DEPTH 
(mm)

DIMENSIONS 
(mm)

PACK 
SIZE

UNIT 
WEIGHT 

(kg)

TMAP160G Green Plastic Anti-Pull Anchor Peg 12 160mm x 130mm 1 0.017

TMP160G0025 Green Plastic Anti-Pull Anchor Peg 12 160mm x 130mm 25 0.34

TMP160G0050 Green Plastic Anti-Pull Anchor Peg 12 160mm x 130mm 50 0.89

TMP160G0100 Green Plastic Anti-Pull Anchor Peg 12 160mm x 130mm 100 1.36

TMAPDel White Anchor Peg Delineator 8 65mm x 35mm 1 0.01

TMAP160G+Delin Green & 
White Anchor Peg With A Delineator 12 160mm x 130mm 1 0.018

WITH TURFMESH WITH GRASSMESH DELINEATOR (OPTIONAL)

Anchor pegs fit perfectly in to the 
shape of TurfMesh to fix each roll in 

to the ground as securely as possible

The pegs match the colour of 
GrassMesh and are much safer for 

use around children & animals

White delineators fit perfectly into 
the top of anchor pegs to mark out 
parking spaces, roads, paths & more 
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